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ABSTRACT  

The purpose of this thesis was to develop a best practice protocol for nursing assessment 

of veterans with Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) as a co-morbidity admitted to general 

hospital admission.  In response to the bombing of the World Trade Centers on September 11, 

2001, the United States has deployed 2.2 million military members (IOM, 2013).  It is estimated 

that 11-20% of veterans of Operation Iraqi Freedom and Operation Enduring Freedom have post-

traumatic stress disorder (USDVA, “How common is PTSD,” 2014).  PTSD occurs in 10% of 

veterans of the Gulf Wars and 30% of veterans of the Vietnam War (USDVA, “How common is 

PTSD,” 2014).  PTSD is defined as a mental health response to a traumatic event, such as 

military combat that creates long term feelings of fear, loss of control, and flashbacks of the 

traumatic event.  Nurses on a medical surgical floor may be ill equipped to provide care to these 

patients.  These floors need to develop a protocol to provide early identification of PTSD and 

referrals to appropriate resources.   In addition to assessment, floor nurses should be given 

education for how to appropriately give care to these veterans.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction  

The purpose of this paper is to propose best practice recommendations for nurses 

providing care to veterans with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) as a co-morbidity to their 

primary reasons for admission. PTSD is broadly defined as a response to a stressful, traumatic 

event that causes feelings of fear, horror, and helplessness in an individual (American Psychiatric 

Association diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders, 2013).   PTSD signs and 

symptoms include re-experiencing the stressor through memories, nightmares, or flashbacks, and 

distress after experiencing a traumatic event.  Laurent Taillifer, an Army veteran, describes his 

experience with PTSD as “I felt if I wasn’t prepared, something bad would happen to me” 

(USDVA, “AboutFace,” 2013).   PTSD can manifest after any event that an individual 

experiences extreme stress, such as natural disasters, rape, witnessing death, and combat. 

However, this paper focuses on the increasing numbers of veterans diagnosed with PTSD after 

returning from combat.  

Background 

PTSD symptoms have been associated with combat as long as humans have been in 

combat with one another.  The Vietnam Veterans of America (VVA) suggests feelings and 

emotions associated with the battlefield stem three thousand years ago when an Egyptian combat 

veteran named Hori wrote of feelings associated with war (2005).  Hori described these feelings 

as “the hair on your head stands on end, your soul in your hands” (VVA, 2005, para. 2).  The 

Greek historian Herodotus described a warrior who left the battlefield blind after seeing a soldier 

killed (VVA, 2005).  Herodotus noted this soldier was “wounded in no part of his body,” as cited 

by the VVA (2005, para 4).   

In American history, the Civil War was purported to be the beginning of the development 

of modern warfare.  Soldiers in this time period used frontal assaults with rifles that fired 
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quickly.  Psychological effects of close distance frontal assaults were seen by field commanders 

and combat doctors (VVA, 2005).  At the time, doctors did not know how to provide treatment 

for the psychological manifestations and sent the soldiers home on trains; the soldiers were left 

to wander the country (VVA, 2005).  The number of Civil War veterans affected with symptoms 

consistent with PTSD became so great, there was a public outcry, as documented by Richard 

Gabriel, a PTSD consultant and PTSD chroniclers reporting to the House Armed Services 

Committee (as cited in VVA, 2005).  This outcry led to establishment of the first military mental 

health hospital in 1863, in which the most common diagnosis was called nostalgia (VVA, 2005).  

The hospital closed in 1875 due to limited government support.   

Two million men were deployed overseas to defend the nation in World War I (WWI) 

(VVA, 2005).  Of these men, approximately 159,000 were found to have a psychiatric illness 

that no longer permitted them to continue in battle (VVA, 2005).  Large caliber artillery in World 

War I (WWI) was propelled using high pressure systems to launch shells to enemy lines (VVA, 

2005).  The term “shell shock” was coined to describe the psychiatric illness because 

psychiatrists of the time believed the shells caused concussions and “disrupted the physiology of 

the brain” (VVA, 2005, para 27), creating physiological symptoms.  Sigmund Freud labeled the 

condition as “war neurosis”, in which the ego overpowers the id of reality (as cited in Purdue 

University Psychology, n. d.).  The response to war neurosis cases was to implement heavy 

psychiatric screening for men entering the military, as the formation of this condition was 

thought to be the result of weak character and minimal discipline.   Following the end of WWI, 

psychiatrists realized there was an emotional and cognitive component.  However, the cause was 

still thought to be weak character of these men.        
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 In World War II (WW2), about 900,000 service members served overseas and 37.5% 

were discharged with chronic mental illness (National WWII Museum New Orleans, n.d; VVA, 

2005).  Author Paul Fussell stated that the end of the war brought a change in terms, from “war 

neurosis” to “combat exhaustion” and “battle fatigue” as published on the VVA (2005, para 34) 

website.  In the Vietnam conflict, 2.8 million men were deployed into guerilla war fighting.  

There is no information about exactly how many men were engaged in close range combat in 

Vietnam, but according to the VVA (2005), 480,000 have been diagnosed with PTSD.      

Since the September 11, 2001 attacks on the World Trade Centers, the United States has 

deployed 2.2 million military members to Afghanistan and Iraq in support of Operation Enduring 

Freedom (OEF) and Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) (National Institute of Medicine (IOM) 

2013).  The IOM reports 48,000 deployed military members have suffered various injuries 

(2013).  The decrease in causalities can be attributed to advancement in medical care (Wieland, 

Hursey, & Delgado, 2010).  Advancements in combat tactics have characterized this conflict.  

Improvised explosive devices (IEDs), suicide bombers, unsuspecting civilian insurgents, longer 

and repeated deployments and extreme climate have led to higher incidence of PTSD, traumatic 

brain injuries (TBIs), suicide, and depression than in any prior American military conflict 

(Wieland, Hursey, & Delgado, 2010).  

The United States Department of Veteran’s Affairs (USDVA) is the current national 

healthcare facility for psychiatric trauma and PTSD treatment for veterans.  The USDVA 

conducts research on prevention, causes, assessment, and treatment of PTSD throughout the 

United States.     

Symptoms and diagnostic criteria   
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 Symptoms and diagnostic criteria of PTSD are found in the Diagnostic and Statistical 

Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-V), published by the American Psychiatric Association 

(2013).  The DSM-V criteria for PTSD are organized into subgroups A-H.  Subgroup A criteria 

for diagnosis include exposure to at least one stressor of death, threatened death, serious injury, 

threatened serious injury, actual or threatened sexual violence (DSM-V, 2013, fifth edition).  

These can include direct exposure, witnessing the event in person, being exposed through 

learning a close relative or friend that was exposed to the trauma, or repeated or extreme indirect 

exposure, typically through professional duties (DSM-V, 2013, fifth edition).   Subgroup B 

criteria involve symptoms re-experiencing the traumatic event (DSM-V, 2013, fifth edition).  

One of the following must be present: recurrent, involuntary, and intrusive memories, traumatic 

nightmares, flashbacks that occur in brief episodes to a complete loss of consciousness, intense 

and prolonged stress after exposure to reminders of the event, or varying physiologic reactivity 

after exposure to reminders of the event (DSM-V, 2013, fifth edition).   

 Subgroup C criteria include avoidance of trauma related thoughts and feelings and 

avoidance of trauma related reminders, such as people, places, activities, objects, situations, or 

smells (DSM-V, 2013, fifth edition).  Subgroup D symptoms include negative alterations in 

thought process and mood that began or worsened after the event.  Two of the following 

symptoms must be present for a diagnosis of PTSD:  inability to recall features of the event, 

persistent negative beliefs and expectations about self or the world, persistent distorted blame of 

self or others for causing the event, persistent negative emotions, such as fear, horror, anger, 

guilt, or shame, diminished interest in enjoyable activities, feeling of alienation from others, or 

persistent inability to experience positive emotions (DSM-V, 2013, fifth edition).  Subgroup E 

includes alterations in arousal and reactivity.  Two of the following must be present for 
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diagnosis:  Irritable and aggressive behavior, self-destructive and reckless behavior, 

hyperviligance with an exaggerated startle response, difficulty concentrating, and sleep 

disturbances (DSM-V, 2013, fifth edition).   

 Subgroup F specifics the duration of symptoms in subgroups B, C, D, and E should be 

greater than one month (DSM-V, 2013, fifth edition).  For a PTSD diagnosis, subgroup G states 

functional ability in social, occupational, and spiritual aspects of life is significantly impaired 

(DSM-V, 2013, fifth edition).  Finally, subgroup H states the symptoms are not caused by 

medication, substance use, and other co-morbidities (DSM-V, 2013, fifth edition).  The DSM-V 

also permits the addition of depersonalization and derealization specifics of the presenting 

disease.  Depersonalization occurs when a patient feels as if they are watching their life occur 

from an outsider’s point of view (DSM-V, 2013, fifth edition).  Derealization occurs when a 

patient experiences distance and distortion of daily life events (DSM-V, 2013, fifth edition).  

These subgroups detail the potential extensive symptoms that may be experienced by a veteran 

with PTSD.     

Relevance to Staff Nurses  

 As the national center for PTSD, the USDVA has placed emphasis on assessment and 

effective treatment of PTSD.  However, veterans present to many healthcare treatment facilities 

for treatment of co-morbidities or unrelated conditions.  Nurses in these facilities may lack 

knowledge and awareness of PTSD assessment, symptoms and behavior, care planning and 

treatment regimens.  This affects the nurse’s ability to provide evidenced based patient centered 

care.  As staff nurses may be ill equipped to care for a patient diagnosed with PTSD, the patient 

may not receive available resources.    
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 Furthermore, research performed through the USDVA has found untreated or under 

treated PTSD can cause suicidal intentions.  “High levels of intrusive memories can predict the 

relative risk of suicide,” states the UDSVA (2013, para. 9).  This additional risk indicates the 

educational need for staff nurses to minimize the risk of suicide in patients.  The purpose of this 

paper is to propose best practice recommendations for nurses providing care to veterans with 

PTSD as a co-morbidity.     
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Chapter 2: Review of Research About PTSD Treatment 

This chapter reviews research about strategies for treating PTSD among different eras of 

military veterans.  The articles were identified using key words PTSD, veterans and OIF/OEF in 

alternating combinations in a PubMed data base and limited to qualitative and quantitative 

research published in 2003 or later.  First, findings of two qualitative studies about veteran’s 

experiences with PTD are reviewed.  Next, results of eight quantitative studies intended to 

evaluate the effectiveness of a multitude of PTSD therapies are reviewed.  Finally, this chapter 

concludes with a summary of findings from the reviewed studies and provides general 

recommendations for nurses in general practice who may provide care for veterans with PTSD.  

Qualitative Studies of Veteran’s Experiences with PTSD 

Two qualitative studies addressed veteran’s experiences with PTSD upon returning 

home.  The first study focused on military nurses who had provided care in Iraq and Afghanistan 

during Operation Iraqi Freedom and Operation Enduring Freedom.   The second study focused 

on veteran’s experiences throughout the process of seeking disability status for PTSD connected 

with combat experience.  

 Scannell-Desch and Doherty (2009) employed Husserlian phenomenological methods to 

gain insight into the experiences of military nurses serving in Iraq and Afghanistan.  The sample 

comprised of active duty, reservists, and National Guard members including five men and 32 

women classified by service: 18 from the Army, four from the Navy, and 15 from the Air Force.  

The audiotaped interviews conducted in the study occurred in person or by phone, depending on 

geographical location of the participant.  The structured interview consisted of four open ended 

questions: “What was the circumstance surrounding your deployment to Iraq or Afghanistan?  

What thoughts, images, or words come to mind when you hear the word Iraq or Afghanistan?  
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What were positives and negatives of your experience?  And is there anything else you would 

like to tell me about your experience?” (Scannell-Desch & Doherty, 2009).  The study found 

seven main themes and subthemes.  The first theme was about deployment with subthemes of 

restricted living conditions, varied work spaces and the importance of “finding a piece of home 

in Iraq/Afghanistan” (Scannell-Desch & Doherty, 2009).  The second theme of remembering 

frantic scenes encompasses the subthemes of coping with the complicated relationship of soldier-

patient, caring for children in the warzones and caring for the enemy.  The third and fourth 

themes identified how nurses were assigned combat situations and how they developed family 

like relationships with coworkers.  A fifth theme emerging from the study links wartime stress 

caused by PTSD with a subtheme of the challenge of returning home.  The last two themes were 

nursing professional growth and gaining advice from previously deployed nurses.  This research  

discovered the prevalence of PTSD among military nurses.  The study maintained 

trustworthiness by triangulation between members of different military services.  Themes were 

analyzed and verified by the authors using nine participants involving a peer debriefing strategy.  

This information indicates further need of additional studies of PTSD in military nurses 

specifically.   

Sayer et al. (2011) used qualitative methods in an exploratory study to evaluate the 

reasons veterans seek PTSD disability status in the VA system.   This study also compared the 

differences in reasons for PTSD disability status among OIF/OEF veterans and Vietnam 

veterans.  The 44 participants included 22 veterans from OIF/OEF, 19 from Vietnam, and three 

from other eras.  Fourteen participants were women.  Participants were interviewed to gather 

data by three researchers using a semi structured interview that lasted one hour.   The study 

identified five main reasons veterans seek PTSD disability status, divided into internal and 
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external factors.  The first internal factor identified was tangible needs associated with prior 

combat experience, including financial needs, rehabilitation needs, and anticipation of future 

health care needs.  Secondly, veterans searched for proper identification of the problem and 

clarification.  Another internal factor includes the need to validate disability status to gain 

compensation and provide for the healing process.  External factors included support and 

encouragement from a trusted source and assistance with the application process.  The Vietnam 

veterans in the study hoped to have an explanation for the life conflicts, such as unemployment 

and relationship troubles.  OIF/OEF veterans searched for treatment to prevent the troubles 

experienced by the Vietnam veterans.  The study found that veterans were confused about the 

VA PTSD disability system because they did not receive a thorough clinical evaluation.   

Instead, they signed paperwork the local Veterans Support Officer (VSO) had completed and 

were given the Clinical Administered PTSD Scale and the Minnesota Personality Inventory 2.  

The study also found that veterans were hesitant to apply for disability due to stigma associated 

with receiving governmental aide.  However, the veterans in the study felt the government owed 

them compensation for their military duties.  This study utilized a small sample size of mostly 

white veterans in the Minnesota VA system.  The researchers were also concerned the 

participants withheld information, as they thought it would damage their claim. 

 The qualitative studies performed by Scannell-Desch and Doherty (2009) and Sayer et al. 

(2011) examined responses from nurses to warzone trauma and reasons for seeking PTSD 

disability, respectively.  Both studies feature a wide range of participants by including males and 

females.  The sample sizes included participants from OIF/OEF, Vietnam, and other unspecified 

eras. 

Evaluating the Effectiveness of Various Treatment Strategies for PTSD  
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 The quantitative studies reviewed in this section used descriptive, correlational, and 

experimental methods to evaluate various therapeutic approaches to manage PTSD, including 

relaxation exercises, healing touch with guided imagery, thought control and avoidance 

strategies, cognitive processing therapy, and a web-based written emotional confession 

interventions.  The section concludes with a summary of the strengths and limitations of this 

body of research.   

Bormann, Thorp, Wetherell and Golshan (2008) conducted a repeat measure two group 

experimental study to evaluate the effects of repeating a phrase with spiritual connotation and 

reinforcing relaxation exercises in correlation with PTSD symptoms.  The study sample was 29 

men ages 40 to 76 years old from the Vietnam, Korean, and Gulf War conflicts.  The ethnic 

composition of the sample was 66% Caucasian, 14% Black, 10% Hispanic, and 10% other.  

Participants were randomly assigned to the intervention group or delayed-treatment control 

groups.  Those in the intervention group were provided with education about PTSD and taught to 

use a spiritual mantra of their choosing, with repetition of the mantram as much as possible 

throughout each day for six weeks.  The delayed-treatment group received usual care of 

attending scheduled appointments with a primary care provider but did not engage in other group 

meetings during the six week time frame.  The delayed treatment group received the six week 

mantram intervention after the study concluded.  Data about PTSD symptoms was collected 

using the Clinician-Administered PTSD scale.  The data collector was blinded to subjects’ group 

assignment.  Data analysis revealed a significant decrease in self-assessed PTSD symptoms, 

widely decreased psychological stress, increased quality of life, and increased mindfulness 

among participants assigned to the intervention group.  These results are promising, 

demonstrating the impact of spiritual mantram interventions in veterans with PTSD.  However, 
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the veterans from the Korean, Vietnam, and Gulf War conflicts may have experienced varied 

combat trauma that lead to a PTSD diagnosis that may not be applicable to OIF/OEF (Operation 

Iraqi Freedom/Operation Enduring Freedom) veterans.  The study also has a small sample size.  

 Raush et al. (2009) utilized an experimental study to determine the effect of prolonged 

exposure (PE) in the treatment of PTSD.  As defined by Raush et al., PE is made up of three 

components including “psychoeducation, in vivo exposure, and imagine exposure.”   The ten 

Caucasian participants included eight male and two female veterans diagnosed with PTSD and 

receiving PE treatment at the time of the study.  The average age of participants was 39 years 

old.  A comprehensive evaluation using many assessment scales was used to determine accurate 

evaluation of PTSD, with a probable PTSD diagnosis determined by a score of 15 or greater on 

the Posttraumatic Diagnostic Scale (PDS).  The PDS ranges from 0 to 51 on 17 items. Raush 

trained other researchers on PE techniques.  PE sessions lasted 80 minutes and each veteran 

received seven to 21 sessions.  This study evaluated PTSD symptom changes before treatment 

and after treatment using the assessment scales.  Utilizing the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) 

scale, a statistically significant change from pre- to post-treatment was indicated by a variation of 

7.8 points.  The results showed 90% of the participants experienced a reduction of 7.8 points on 

the PDS, thereby indicating effectiveness of PE in reducing PTSD symptoms.  This study has 

limited generalizability due to a small sample size of ten Caucasian veterans and the fact that 

some variables, such as medications, nutrition, and comorbidies were not controlled.  In addition, 

measures were self-reported.  The authors also note that the VA has recently increased the costs 

to veterans for PE services, which has the potential to decrease the accessibility to PE services 

for many veterans.   
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Germain et al., (2011) employed an eight week experimental design comparing the 

effectiveness of behavioral sleep interventions (BSI) against the alpha one antagonist, prazosin 

and a placebo treatment in military veterans with sleep disturbances congruent with PTSD.  Of 

the 50 participants, 45 served in the Army, nine served in other branches, 45 were men, and had 

served in Vietnam, the first Gulf War or Iraq/Afghanistan.  More than half (n=29) of the 

participants had been diagnosed with PTSD.  Participants were assigned randomly to the 

prazosin treatment group, BSI group, or placebo group.   Prazosin was administered by the 

patient orally four times each night.  The initial dose was 1 mg and was increased to 15 mg 

throughout the study depending on response.  Adherence was assessed by utilizing an 

abbreviated Pittsburg Sleep Diary.  BSI was performed by a BSI licensed therapist.  Treatment 

included at least five sessions a week and provided education about dealing with nightmares and 

insomnia, controlling stimuli, adjusting the sleep-wake cycle and rehearsals to address sleep 

problems.  These rehearsals were performed as imagery rehearsal therapy, involving replaying 

stressing events that are recreated into non distressing dream consequences.  Results were 

determined by the Insomnia Severity Index (ISI), the Pittsburg Sleep Quality Index, the PSQI 

Addendum for PTSD,  a patient self-report of the Clinical Global Impression Improvement 

(CGI-I) and a master’s level clinician report of the CGI-I.  The study found that prazosin and BSI 

are effective in reducing sleep disturbances associated with PTSD compared to the placebo 

group as measured by the ISI. However, this study had highly specific inclusion criteria, such as 

types of disturbances and medication limitations that decreased generalizability.  

 The purpose of study Jain et al.’s (2012) research was to assess the correlation between 

healing touch with guided imagery (HTGI) and PTSD symptoms.  The researchers utilized a 

randomized clinical trial to compare results of a randomly assigned intervention group receiving 
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HTGI treatment from a licensed nurse with results from a group that did not receive HTGI.  

Participants were selected by initial referral from the Deployment Health Clinics’ doctors on the 

Marine Corps Base, Camp Pendleton located in California.  One hundred and twenty three active 

duty service members were eligible participants.  The treatment group was given healing touch 

therapy, defined as stimulating the transfer of energy throughout the body, mental relaxation, and 

promotion of deep healing. The HTGI sessions were performed over three weeks, twice a week 

for one hour.  The results were determined by using the PTSD Checklist, Beck Depression 

Inventory-II Test, assessing quality of life, and hostility measurements.  The primary study found 

a decrease in PTSD symptoms in the HTGI treatment group, indicating effectiveness of HTGI.  

However, the study was unable to perform a follow up assessment, due to deployment status of 

the participants.  The study’s generalizability is also limited due to insufficient monitoring of 

listening to HTGI recordings.  This study’s strength is discovering the value of healing touch 

therapy combined with imagery in treating PTSD symptoms. 

 Pietrzak, Harpaz-Rotem, and Southwick (2011) studied the relationship between thought 

control, avoidance strategies and severity of PTSD symptoms in OEF/OIF veterans one year 

post-deployment.  Pietrzak et al. (2011) also analyzed the relationship between cognitive-

behavioral coping strategies and social support after returning from a deployment.  One hundred 

and sixty seven participants were recruited through the Connecticut VA system.  The participants 

had returned from a deployment in the past year and the average age was 29.4 years old.  Data 

was collected  by administering the TCQ (Thought Control Questionnaire), CBAS (Cognitive-

Behavioral Avoidance Scale), CES (Combat Experience Scale), PCL-M (Posttraumatic Stress 

Disorder Checklist-Military Version), PHQ-9 (Patient Health Questionnaire  9), and PSSS (Post 

deployment Social Support Scale).  Those veterans that displayed probable PTSD from the self-
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reported surveys reported higher incidences of using worry, self-punishment, social control, 

behavioral distraction, and avoidance strategies to avert undesirable PTSD symptoms.  This 

finding demonstrates that OIF/OEF veterans with PTSD use maladaptive coping mechanisms 

stated above, while those that do not have PTSD did not use maladaptive coping mechanisms.  

This study also found that social support, such as familial relationships and understanding PTSD 

reduced symptoms.  Pietrzak et al. (2011) believes this finding emphasizes the importance of 

educating the veteran’s social support network about post deployment mental health promotion.  

This study featured many self-reported assessments, which can cause altered reporting.  This 

study used a cross sectional design with limited participant variability, which can decrease 

generalizability.  

 Forbes et al. (2012) conducted a survey that compared the effect of cognitive processing 

therapy (CPT) against the effectiveness of treatment as usual (TAU) in PTSD symptoms 

severity.  The secondary goal of this study was to analyze CPT effects on anxiety and depression 

associated with PTSD.  Forbes et al. (2012) was the first study of its kind to use a completely 

randomized control trial to study CPT and PTSD.  The 59 Australian participants were recruited 

through the Australian Veterans and Veterans’ Family Counseling Service in three separate 

states.  The participants were randomly assigned to the CPT or TAU group.  Screening for PTSD 

symptoms included the Clinician Administered PTSD Scale (CAPS) and PTSD Checklist (PCL) 

before the treatment, after the treatment, and at a three month follow up appointment.  To 

determine depression, anxiety, alcohol use, relationships, and quality of life the Beck Depression 

Inventory (BDI-II), State Trait Anxiety Interview (STAI), Alcohol Use Disorders Test (AUDIT), 

Abbreviated Dyadic Adjustment Scale (ADAS), and the World Health Organization’s Quality of 

Life Scale (WHO-QOL) respectively.  CPT treatment involved 12 one hour audiotaped sessions 
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conducted biweekly that addressed posttraumatic themes of safety, trust, power, control, self-

esteem, and intimacy (Forbes et al., 2012).   This treatment was administered by a highly trained 

therapist and involved teaching about symptoms, Socratic Method questioning, written 

recollections, future goals, and prevention of relapse throughout the 12 sessions.  Clinically 

significant was defined as a 12 point change on the CAPS, while a CAPS result of less than 20 

indicated remission.  Forbes et al. (2012) discovered 66.7% of the CAPS group had a clinically 

significant decrease of PTSD symptoms, while the 34.5% of the TAU had decreased symptoms.  

In all cases of anxiety, depression, alcohol use, and overall quality of life, the CPT group had 

greater improvements than the TAU group.  This study was the first of its kind to use a 

randomized control trial with treatment performed by the facility’s clinicians utilizing 

participants from the facility.  This greatly enhances the study’s generalizability.  However, 17% 

of the participants changed medications and TAU treatments were not recorded to playback for 

accuracy, decreasing generalizability. 

 Pietrzak et al. (2010) used an anonymous mail in survey technique to understand how 

posttraumatic growth (PTG) is established in OIF/OEF veterans.  A secondary goal of the study 

was to understand how PTSD can create PTG.  The researchers hypothesized that an increase in 

PTSD symptoms, social and military unit support, and personality resiliency traits facilitate PTG.  

The 272 participants were recruited through the Connecticut VA system and were predominately 

white males that had served since 2003 on Reserve or National Guard military status.  The 

survey included the Posttraumatic Growth Inventory (PTGI), CES, PCL-M, Psychosocial 

Difficulties Scale (DES), Connor-Davidson Resilience Scale (CD-RISC), the Unit Support Scale 

(USS), and PSSS.  Data analysis showed that scores on the PTGI were higher in veterans who 

received social and unit support.  Pietrzak et al. (2010) suggested this was because veterans 
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needed a mechanism to relive the trauma in a familiar and safe context.  Effort and perseverance 

of an individual veteran was found to contribute to PTG.  Finally, veterans with PTSD had 

increased PTG scores, especially in the areas of life appreciation and personal strength.  As this 

study was conducted via mail in survey, the results depend on those who responded.  This is a 

limitation of the study, as is the low response rate of 25.9%.  

 Possemato, Ouimette, and Knowlton (2011) conducted a web based written emotional 

disclosure (WED) study to evaluate the effectiveness of WED in the primary care setting.  The 

researchers hypothesized WED would decrease PTSD symptoms.  The participants included 31 

veterans, of whom five served in Afghanistan, 22 served in Iraq, and five served in both 

countries.  The average age was 34 years old.  The participants were recruited by referral by their 

primary care physician at two separate VA offices and randomized to a WED group or the 

control group.  To establish a baseline of symptoms, the survey included measures of 

posttraumatic symptoms and alcohol use, in addition to the administration of the CAPS to 

participants.   WED was composed of three separate sessions with differing questions that 

emphasized the emotional context associated with traumatic events.  The study found that the 

more veterans explained the emotional aspects of the trauma, the greater the reduction in 

symptoms at one and three month follow up appointments.  Half of the WED group had a 

reduction in symptoms three months post baseline.  These results show the potential efficacy of 

WED in a primary care setting.  However, the study suggests the addition of another session, as 

three was deemed too short.  The efficacy is dependent on veterans’ expression of their 

emotions, instead of recollecting the trauma and suppressing emotions.  

Tools to Assess PTSD  
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 The two studies reviewed in this section evaluate the use of the PCL-M in determining 

PTSD symptoms.  Allen & Annells (2008) studied several scales, including the PCL-C.  Fissette 

et al. (2013) examined the PCL-M specifically and its use in active duty populations.  

Allen & Annells (2008) conducted a systematic review of literature to evaluate the use of 

the geriatric depression scale (GDS), depression anxiety stress scale (DASS) and post-traumatic 

stress disorder checklist, civilian version (PCL-C) to screen for depression, anxiety, and PTSD in 

community dwelling veterans.  Self report measures are preferred due to the ease and timeliness 

of administration.  The GDS was found to be most commonly used scales in older adults.  The 

DASS was chosen due to the applicability to the general nursing community.  The PCL-C is 

made up of 17 questions that are rated by the client utilizing a five point scale per question.  The 

scores can range from 17 to 85.  For an indication of PTSD, clinicians can determine a cutoff 

score that reciprocates DSM diagnosis.  Allen and Annells (2008) suggest the use of the PCL 

because it is reliable, easy to administer with accuracy in findings, and is self-reported.  A 

suggested cutoff score for veterans is 50.  

Fissette et al. (2013) discuss the effectiveness of current PTSD assessment utilizing the 

PCL-M in 196 United States service members that returned from a yearlong deployment in Iraq.  

The PCL-M is the most widely used assessment scale, due to ease of administration.  The 196 

service members were members of the United States Air Force security service and 97% had 

seen or known someone who was gravely injured or had died in combat, seen extensive 

devastation, had been fired upon, or experienced hostile reactions from civilians.  The airmen 

were invited to participate in the study after six to nine months of returning home from 

deployment.  The participants ranged from ages 19 to 46.  One hundred and eighty one were 

male and 15 were female. The average PCL-M score of the airmen pre-deployment was 21.8 and 
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the average PCL-M score post-deployment was 35.4.  Measures of 1-2 were omitted and 

measures of 3-5 were considered positive symptom identification.  The study found that the 

PCL-M has high variability of endorsement of PTSD symptoms.  The researchers argue while 

the scale is effective, giving each symptom equal weight and using a total score does not 

encompass the importance or severity of each symptom. Diagnosing utilizing a combined total 

score does not differentiate symptoms that are specific to PTSD, such as flashbacks to those that 

are common in PTSD, but nonspecific, such as irritability.  The PCL-M does not allow clinicians 

to discriminate symptoms to cater to those specific issues through interventions.  Finally, the 

researchers argue that the 17 item PCL-M is too long to be applied in a combat zone.  Instead, a 

three or four symptom inventory may be more effective.   

Summary 

 Twelve studies were reviewed: two studies were qualitative, four were experimental, one 

was a randomized control trial, two were surveys to evaluate the effectiveness of numerous 

treatment strategies for veteran PTSD, and two evaluated the PCL scales.   Samples were 

generally comprised of white men, with one exception of the study of military nurses who were 

mostly women.  Sample sizes ranged from 10-272 participants who were veterans from 

OIF/OEF, the Vietnam conflict, the First Gulf War, and other wartime eras.  Samples included 

those who had served on active duty, reserve duty, or in the National Guard.  Studies were 

performed in the United States, with one exception of a study performed in Australia.   The 

treatments targeted a wide array of PTSD symptoms, including but not limited to anger, sleep 

disturbances, self-esteem and depression, and flashbacks.  All strategies studied showed 

improvement in PTSD symptoms.  

Conclusion  
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This evidence suggests there is a wide array of treatments and options available to 

decrease PTSD symptoms in veterans returning home from a combat zone.  As more units return 

home from OIF/OEF, the need for effective resources is increasing.  However, the studies found 

that limited access, insufficient knowledge, stigma associated with mental illness, and 

availability of funds to cover therapy costs are barriers to utilizing these resources.  Prevention, 

education, and support are key features needed to promote post traumatic growth in veterans.   
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Chapter 3: Proposed Protocol for Assessing Veterans/Patients for PTSD as a Co-morbidity 

During General Hospital Admissions  

 The purpose of this thesis is to develop a recommendation for the best practice protocol 

for medical-surgical floors providing nursing care to veterans with PTSD as a comorbidity to 

admission (Table 1).  This chapter presents the proposed recommendation of identification and 

assessment of veterans with PTSD.  

 The review of literature in the previous chapter provided evidence for the need of early 

identification and early referral to additional appropriate resources to promote post traumatic 

growth in veterans with PTSD.  The previous chapter also identified veterans’ fear of 

stigmatization associated with mental illness and lack of information related to PTSD diagnosis, 

leading to a decrease in utilization of services and decreased patient outcomes.  These factors 

indicate the need for a nursing assessment tool when veteran status is established on a medical-

surgical unit.  These nurses may be ill equipped to identify PTSD and provide appropriate 

resources, so the assessment tool should be easy to administer and use.   

Measure: Posttraumatic Checklist-Military Version (PCL-M) 

 The proposed protocol displayed in Table 1.  After veteran status has been identified, the 

PTSD Checklist-Military Version (PCL-M) will be used to determine additional nursing 

interventions that need to be implemented and/or additional referrals.  This PCL-M is the most 

widely used assessment scale of PTSD in military healthcare settings (Fissette et al., 2013).  The 

PCL-M is a 17 question self-assessment based on symptoms experienced in the last month.  This 

tool is appropriate to use with veterans and active duty military members as it measures PTSD 

symptoms associated with combat experience.  The veteran ranks symptoms of unconscious 

psychosocial and physical manifestations of traumatic stress on a scale of 1-5. A response of 1 
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indicates no indication of the symptom and a 5 score indicates extreme identification of the 

symptom.  Table 2 provides proposed PCL-M assessment tool.    

 The veteran will place a “X” or a checkmark in the column that indicates their 

experiences with the symptom in the last month.  These results are added up for a cumulative 

score, which can range from 17-85.  Blanchard et al. (1996) suggests a cumulative score of 44 

for males and females to be indicative of PTSD.  The score of 44 demonstrated diagnostic 

efficacy.      

Currently, there are three versions of the PCL, including a military version (M), civilian 

version (C), and a specific stressful experience (S) version.  The military version asks specific 

questions relating to combat experience, such as “feeling very upset when something reminds 

you of a stressful military experience from the past.”  The C version is not linked to a specific 

event, while the S version relates to an identified stressful event (International Society of 

Traumatic Stress Studies, 2014).  The M version is proposed because the scale correlates a 

military experience to the patient identification as a veteran, thereby identifying a military cause 

of PTSD.  The population of this intervention is prior military members.  The PCL was 

developed by the National Center for PTSD in 1993 (as cited in International Society of 

Traumatic Stress Studies, 2014).      

The PCL-M has been utilized with military populations and demonstrates sound 

psychometric properties. In a study conducted by Wilkins, Lang, & Norman (2011) the test retest 

reliability was found to be above the recommended a=.70.  The internal consistency was found to 

be above .80 (Wilkins, Lang, & Norman, 2011).  Utilizing Weather et al. (1993) study, Wilkins 

et al. (2011) determined convergent validity with the Impact of Event Scale (IES) to be r=.90.    
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 The PCL-M does have noteworthy flaws.  The cumulative cutoff scores can be reached 

by scoring symptoms “a little bit” or “moderate”.  This does not provide an accurate diagnostic 

indicator for PTSD, nor does it place emphasis on high clinically significant symptoms, such as 

violent outbursts or physical manifestations (Fisette et al., 2013).  For this reason, this protocol 

uses the PCL-M to assess highly experienced symptoms and identify need for psychiatric and 

social services referral.    

Nursing Care for PTSD-Related Symptoms 

Fissette et al. (2013) suggest utilizing the PCL-M to analyze individual significant 

symptoms the veteran has experienced in the last month.  Nurses will analyze the survey to 

identify specific symptoms and consequent interventions.  Regardless of symptoms, veterans 

should be encouraged to practice mindfulness to increase attentiveness to present events and 

decrease anxiety (USDVA, “Mindfulness Practice,” 2014).  Mindfulness is becoming more 

aware of sensations and feelings that are experienced in daily activities and accepting these ideas 

without self-judgment (USDVA, “Mindfulness Practice,” 2014).  These thoughts improve 

negative PTSD symptoms by becoming more aware of the present with self-acceptance 

(USDVA, “Mindfulness Practice,” 2014).   

Medical-surgical nurses can increase mindfulness in veterans with PTSD by discussing 

daily activities. Nurses should encourage these patients to become aware of daily sensations and 

thoughts to allow acceptance.  These nurses can discuss the sensations of brushing teeth, walking 

outdoors, or eating a meal (USDVA, “Mindfulness Practice,” 2014).  When a veteran is 

struggling with learning mindfulness, the nurse should remind the patient that learning is a 

continuous process. Throughout the patient’s stay, the nurse should provide supportive 

encouragement.  The veteran should also be encouraged to attend mindfulness support groups.    
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Veterans’ family and friends should be provided education about the disease process.  

The goal of this education is to ensure the members of the veteran’s support team understand the 

emotional, psychosocial, and physical implications of the disease.  This information should be 

provided in the form of a take home pamphlet.  The veteran’s support system should also be 

directed to www.ptsd.va.gov, as this website is from the national PTSD treatment facility and 

provides many resources to understand the disease process.                 

Conclusion 

This chapter presented a proposed protocol for assessing PTSD in veterans.  The need for 

easy to administer and accurate PTSD assessment tools is evident and increases patient 

outcomes.  The next chapter presents a plan for implementation and evaluation of this protocol.  

  

 

 

  

http://www.ptsd.va.gov/
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Table 1: Protocol for Identifying Patients who are Veterans with PTSD 

1. Patient is identified as a veteran during initial admission intake assessment.  

2. The admitting nurse will administer the PCL-M to the patient.   

3. The admitting nurse will review the patient’s PCL-M.    

a. The admitting nurse will review answers to single PCL-M items to identify PTSD 

symptoms and assess how nursing activities can be modified.  Examples of modified 

nursing activities are found in Table 3.  

b. The nurse will count the total PCL-M cumulative score.  If the score is 44 or greater, 

the nurse will initiate a referral to mental health social work to consider additional 

available resources for PTSD.   

4. The nurse will document the PCL-M score in the patient’s electronic medical record.  

The nurse will also document modifications to nursing activities with the patient’s 

response.  This information will be contained in the shift to shift report.  The nurse 

will also alert the patient’s medical treatment team of the scores.    

5. The nurse will evaluate the effectiveness of the PTSD-related nursing modifications 

and care at 24 and 48 hours of the patient’s admission to the floor.  

6. The nurse will include assessment of PTSD symptoms, nursing care, and successful 

modifications in discharge planning.   
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Table 2: Posttraumatic Checklist-Military Version  (PCL-M) 

Posttraumatic Checklist-Military Version  
Date:  
Time:  
 Not at all 

(1) 
A little bit 

(2) 
Moderately  

(3) 

Quite a 
bit  
(4) 

Extremely  
(5) 

1.  Repeated disturbing 
memories, thoughts, or 
images of a stressful 
military experience from 
the past?  

     

2.  Repeated, disturbing 
dreams of a stressful 
military experience from 
the past? 

     

3.  Suddenly acting or 
feeling as if a stressful 
military experience were 
happening again (as if 
you were relieving it)?  

     

4.  Feeling very upset 
when something 
reminded you of a 
stressful military 
experience from the 
past? 

     

5.  Having physical 
reactions (eg, heart 
pounding, trouble 
breaking or sweating) 
when something 
reminded you of a 
stressful military 
experience from the 
past?  

     

6.  Avoid thinking about 
or talking about a 
stressful military 
experience from the past 
or avoid having feelings 
related to it? 

     

7.  Avoid activities or 
situations because they 
remind you a stressful 
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military experience from 
the past?  
8.  Trouble remembering 
important parts of a 
stressful military 
experience from the 
past? 

     

9.  Loss of interest in 
things that you used to 
enjoy? 

     

10.  Feeling distant or 
cut off from other 
people? 

     

11. Feeling emotionally 
numb or being unable to 
have loving feelings for 
those close to you? 

     

12. Feeling as if your 
future will somehow be 
cut short? 

     

13. Trouble falling 
asleep or staying asleep? 

     

14.  Feeling irritable or 
having angry outbursts? 

     

15.  Having difficulty 
concentrating? 

     

16. Being “super alert” 
or watchful on guard? 

     

17. Feeling jumpy or 
easily startled?  

     

TOTAL       
CULMATIVE TOTAL  
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Table 3: Nursing Care Modifications Related to PTSD Symptoms   

PCL-M Question 

PTSD 
Symptom 

Assessed in 
DSM-V 

Intervention 

Authors of 
Reference for 
Intervention  

1. Repeated 
disturbing 
memories, 

thoughts, or 
images of a 

stressful military 
experience from 

the past? 

Subgroup B: 
Recurrent, 

involuntary, 
and intrusive 

memories 

Inquire how the veteran manages these 
symptoms at home and continue these 

habits.  Provide coping strategy education 
and options for distraction, such as family 
and friend visits, pet therapy, movies, or 
spiritual mantram repetition.   Encourage 

the use of mindfulness.  Stay with the 
patient and offer reassurance of safety and 

security.  

1.  Bormann et al. 
(2008) 
3.  Pietrzak et al. 
(2009) 
4. Pietrzak et al. 
(2011)  
4. Townsend 
(2014)   
5.  VA (2014) 
 
 

2.  Repeated, 
disturbing dreams 

of a stressful 
military 

experience from 
the past? 

Subgroup B: 
Recurrent, 

involuntary, 
and intrusive 

memories 

Inquire how the veteran manages these 
symptoms at home and continue these 

habits.  Provide options for sleep 
enhancement, such as lighting preferences, 
pillow and blanket preferences, and the use 

of personal items from home.  

1. Townsend 
(2014) 

2.  Germain et al. 
(2011) 

3.  VA (2014) 

3.  Suddenly 
acting or feeling 
as if a stressful 

military 
experience were 
happening again 
(as if you were 
relieving it)? 

Subgroup B: 
Flashbacks 

Inquire how the veteran manages these 
symptoms at home and continue these 

habits.  Encourage the use of mindfulness.    

1.  Townsend 
(2014)  

2.  VA (2014) 

4.  Feeling very 
upset when 
something 

reminded you of a 
stressful military 
experience from 

the past? 

Subgroup B: 
Intense and 
prolonged 
stress after 
exposure to 
reminders of 

the event 

Inquire coping habits the veteran has used 
that are successful.  Inquire how staff can 

reduce the occurrence of stressful 
reminders.  Encourage the use of these 
coping strategies.  Encourage the use of 

mindfulness.  

1.  Peitrzak et al. 
(2011) 

2.  Townsend 
(2014) 

3.  VA (2014) 

5.  Having 
physical reactions 

(eg, heart 
pounding, trouble 

breaking or 
sweating) when 

something 

Subgroup B: 
Varying 

physiologic 
reactivity 

Inquire how the veteran manages these 
symptoms at home and continue these 

practices.  Encourage the use of 
mindfulness.  Encourage deep breathing 

exercises and the continued use of a 
spiritual mantraum.  Provide options, such 

as guided imagery and healing touch.  

1.  Bormann et al. 
(2008) 

2. Jain et al. (2012) 
3.  Townsend 

(2014)  
4.  VA (2014) 
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reminded you of a 
stressful military 
experience from 

the past? 

6.  Avoid thinking 
about or talking 
about a stressful 

military 
experience from 
the past or avoid 
having feelings 

related to it? 

Subgroup C: 
Avoidance of 

trauma 

Inquire if there are any special needs in 
relation to communication.  Inquire if there 

are certain events that are avoided in 
comversation and encourage discussion of 

these events.  Encourage writing these 
events in a journal.  Encourage activities 

that have managed this symptom at home. 
Document these findings in the patient’s 

chart.  

1.  Possemato et al. 
(2011) 

2.  Townsend 
(2014)  

3. VA (2014) 

7.  Avoid 
activities or 

situations because 
they remind you a 

stressful 
experience from 

the past? 

Subgroup C: 
Avoidance of 

trauma, 
avoidance of 

situations 

Inquire if there are activities or situations 
the veteran prefers to avoid.  Discuss these 

situations theraputically.  Inquire if the 
hospital reminds the veteran of a stressful 

experience.       

1. Townsend 
(2014)  

8.  Trouble 
remembering 

important parts of 
a stressful 

experience from 
the past? 

Subgroup D: 
Inability to 

recall features 
of the event 

Inquire if the veteran has periods of time 
that are unable to be recalled.  Encourage 

writing these occurrences in a journal. 
Document these findings.  

1.  Possemato et al. 
(2011) 

2.  Townsend 
(2014) 

9.  Loss of interest 
in things that you 

used to enjoy? 

Subgroup D: 
Diminished 
interest in 
enjoyable 
activities 

Inquire about activities that interest the 
patient at home.  Encourage participation as 

much as possible in the hospital setting.  
Assess depressive symptoms per unit 

protocol.  

1.  Townsend 
(2014)  

10.  Feeling 
distant or cut off 

from other 
people? 

Subgroup D: 
Alienation 
from others 

Inquire about the veteran’s social support, 
including local family and friends.  Assess 

suicidal ideation.  Encourage continued 
social support.  Explain and offer chaplain 

services.  

1.  Pietrzak et al. 
(2009) 

11. Feeling 
emotionally numb 
or being unable to 

have loving 
feelings for those 

close to you? 

Subgroup D: 
Persistent 
inability to 
experience 

positive 
emotions 

Inquire about how the veteran has managed 
these symptoms in the past.  Encourage 
continued use of these coping strategies.  

Assess for suicidal ideation and document 
findings.    

1.  Townsend 
(2014) 

12. Feeling as if 
your future will 
somehow be cut 

short? 

Subgroup D: 
Persistent 
negative 
emotions 

Inquire how the veteran has managed these 
symptoms at home.  Assess for suicidal 

ideation and document findings.   

1.  Townsend 
(2014) 
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13. Trouble 
falling asleep or 
staying asleep? 

Subgroup E: 
Sleep 

disturbances 
See number two.  

 

14.  Feeling 
irritable or having 
angry outbursts? 

Subgroup E: 
Irritable and 
aggressive 
behavior 

Inquire which communication techniques 
have been found to be effective to relieve 
these outbursts. Offer calming techniques, 
active listening, social support from family 

and friends, and chaplain services.  

1.  Pietrzak et al. 
(2009) 

2.  Pietrzak et al. 
(2011) 

3. Townsend 
(2014) 

4.  VA (2014) 

15.  Having 
difficulty 

concentrating? 

Subgroup E: 
Difficulty 

concentrating 

Inquire how the veteran has managed these 
symptoms in the past.  Assess the 

environment for distractions, ensuring the 
clock and calendars are within view.  Assess 

environmental factors that can be altered, 
such as TV sounds, alarm sound, 

disorganized room, open/closed door, etc.   

1.  Townsend 
(2014)  

 

16. Being “super 
alert” or watchful 

on guard? 

Subgroup E: 
Hyperviligance 

Inquire how the veteran should be 
approached by hospital staff.  Encourage the 
veteran to discuss factors such as which side 

should be approached, what the veteran 
should be addressed by, and touching.  

1.  Townsend 
(2014) 

17. Feeling jumpy 
or easily startled? 

 

Subgroup G 

 

See number 16.  
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Chapter 4: Implementation and Evaluation  

 The purpose of this thesis was to propose a best practice recommendation of assessing 

PTSD as a comorbidity to admission in veterans.  Chapter four presents a hypothetical plan to 

implement and evaluate the effectiveness of the PCL-M scale in clinical practice on a general 

medical-surgical floor at the University of Arizona Medical Center, University Campus (UAMC-

UC) in Tucson, Arizona.  UAMC-UC is a large, education based health care system in Southern 

Arizona.  The hospital serves a large military and retiree  population, as southern Arizona is 

home to Fort Huachuca Army base and Davis-Monthan Air Force Base.  

 The frame work for implementation and evaluation of the proposed protocol stems from 

Roger’s Diffusion of Innovation (1995) as cited in Kaminski (2011).  This five step adaptation 

model includes the steps of knowledge, persuasion, decision, implementation, and confirmation.  

These steps will be applied to instituting the PCL-M tool in clinical practice.  

Knowledge  

 The stage is characterized by exposure to a new idea with a lack of comprehensive 

understanding and information (Kaminski, 2011).  The decision makers to implement this 

protocol at UAMC-UC would include the medical-surgical floor nursing supervisor and patient 

care manager.  These positions both ensure comprehensive and safe patient care of the telemetry 

unit.  The risk management and quality improvement committees would conduct further 

evaluation and implement the protocol throughout the hospital.  The chief nursing officer would 

be involved throughout the implementation and evaluation phases by initial approval, oversight 

of the committees, and final approval.   

To begin the knowledge phase, a needs assessment must first be conducted on the 

medical-surgical unit.  The goal of the needs assessment is to identify the need for improved 

patient outcomes related to a PTSD co-morbidity.  This will be achieved by assessing the floor 
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nurses’ experiences with this population.  The nurses will be asked: have they cared for patients 

with PTSD, what were barriers to effective nursing care in these circumstances, and is there a 

need for a unit specific protocol to standardize care for these patients.   This needs assessment 

will be presented by the patient care manager at a committee meeting.  In attendance at the 

committee meeting will be the stakeholders of the organization, to include: nurse, physician, 

pharmacy, and social work representatives from the mental health department and medical 

surgical floor, nursing supervisors from hospitals units, representatives from community veteran 

and mental health organizations, the risk management committee, quality improvement 

committee, information technology team, the UC campus executive leadership team, and 

UAMC’s health network board of directors.    

During the committee meeting, the nurse supervisor and patient care manager would 

present the information contained in this thesis in a PowerPoint presentation with a supplemental 

hand out to provide information.  The goals of this committee meeting is to inform the 

stakeholders of the decreased patient outcomes associated with delayed nursing interventions in 

veterans with PTSD, to present the PCL-M as a tool to assess veteran status, and to begin an 

implementation process.  A secondary goal of the meeting is to gain executive support.  

 Knowledge needed to accurately assess PTSD and implement the proposed protocol 

would be acquired at educational in-services for the medical-surgical nursing staff.  The 

requirement would be 100% of medical-surgical nursing staff attend a six hour long period of 

instruction about PTSD.  At least five presentations would be conducted in the two months prior 

to implementation of the protocol to provide various opportunities for every nurse to attend and 

allow adequate time to understand the material.  This educational lecture located in a hospital 

conference room with Microsoft PowerPoint and internet capabilities will first provide 
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instruction about PTSD symptom identification and an explanation about 

mindfulness.  Experienced psychiatrists and mental health nurses will provide instruction and 

videos with relevant clinical examples that will aid the nurse in explanation and answering 

patient questions.  This lecture will also include appropriate language to use when describing the 

PCL-M to veterans prior to administration in practice, as veterans fear stigmatization associated 

with a mental health diagnosis.  To begin the period of instruction, a pre-test will be conducted to 

assess what the staff currently knows about PTSD and nursing interventions.  

 This educational in-service will present how the proposed protocol will alter patient care.  

This instruction is needed to begin the persuasion stage.  During this section of the in-service, 

nurses will become aware of the estimated time the PCL-M will take to administer, how to best 

administer the scale to a veteran, where the scale will be located in the patient’s electronic 

medical record, how the scale should be saved and located for further reference and comparison, 

and where appropriate interventions will be located.  Nurses will also be educated on how to 

teach mindfulness to a patient and how to implement into nursing care.  

 To conclude this period of instruction, the presenter will hand out a fact sheet and collect 

a post-test.  This fact sheet will include a table of PTSD symptoms and appropriate nursing 

interventions.  This informational sheet will also include references from nursing journals to 

reiterate the significance of the problem and need for a comprehensive assessment protocol.  

Information also travels through formal, informal, and nonverbal communication routes on floors 

(Marquis & Huston, 2012).  Formal communication is performed through presentations, research 

journals, and printed material (Marquis & Huston, 2012).  Informal communication, the most 

common route of communication is discussion among people (Marquis & Huston, 2012).  

Nonverbal communication is the most reliable and honest form of communication and is 
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evidenced by facial expressions, gestures, and body position (Marquis & Huston, 2012).  

Assessment of nonverbal communication during the instructional presentation can immediately 

determine future resistance to change.  

 After the information is presented in person, the educational materials will be constructed 

into a computer based training module.  This format of instruction will allow for newly hired 

nurses or transfers to receive the same instruction.  Ultimately, the computer based training 

presentation will decrease the cost of the protocol.    

 It is estimated that the knowledge phase will be the most expensive.  The cost would 

include paying the psychiatrist, mental health nurses, and other presenters.  This cost can be 

alleviated by using healthcare professionals of UAMC-UC or other professionals from other 

UAMC campuses, such as South Campus.  The greatest estimated cost will be the additional 

personnel that are needed to cover patient care during the six hour educational in-service.  The 

instructional video to demonstrate clinical symptoms would be an associated cost.  A large cost 

would be printing fact sheets for the medical surgical floor.  Coordinating with the EPIC charting 

system office to add an additional assessment into the program would be another large cost.  The 

EPIC demographics section would also need to include an additional checkbox for veteran 

identification upon admission.  The charting system will be amended to trigger a reminder to 

perform the assessment at admission and every 24 and 48 hours after the first assessment.  

However, the benefit of these costs greatly outweighs the cost to patient care and safety for the 

proposed protocol. 

Persuasion  

 The persuasion phase is characterized by people becoming interested in an idea 

(Kaminski, 2011).  During the persuasion phase, explanation of benefits of the protocol to the 
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nursing staff will be addressed by clinical leaders assessing the unit’s formal and informal 

culture, values, and beliefs.  Leadership and information flow are vital in this stage, as people 

will make decisions about the protocol based on personal feelings, presented information, and 

other factors.  Clinical leaders that support the protocol need to be identified to provide a 

reference of information.  These clinical leaders would include the unit manager, clinical nurse 

specialist assigned to the unit, nurse supervisor, patient care manager, and social workers.  These 

positions have direct oversight into the unit’s patient safety and are influential in promoting 

interest and acceptance of change.  Informal leaders, experienced nurses, and charge nurses may 

share their past experiences in patient outcomes with a limited PTSD assessment, explaining the 

need for more conclusive assessment on the unit.  The availability and support of these leaders in 

patient care and clinical expertise will influence acceptance of the protocol and aim to decrease 

resistance to change by addressing informal concerns.  

 Access to reliable information will also influence the persuasion phase of the proposed 

protocol.  To provide consistent and reliable information, written information will be posted 

regarding the protocol.  Written information will allow the entire unit to receive the same 

information.  When questions arise, they should be addressed with the clinical leaders.  To 

instruct the clinical leaders, a separate presentation will be given that focuses on evidenced based 

educational needs of the protocol and will provide evidenced based education regarding 

resistance to change and successful ways to combat the resistance.  This presentation will include 

reactions to expect upon implementation and strategies to promote a positive work environment 

throughout the implementation process.  The clinical leaders will also be provided a fact sheet to 

refer to if needed upon questioning from other staff members to ensure consistent information is 

provided. 
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 In addition to nursing clinical leaders, other hospital staff practicing on the medical-

surgical floor should be educated about the protocol.  Physicians, pharmacists, mental health 

services, social services, dietitians, and maintenance staff should briefly understand the benefits 

of the protocol and how results can be used in their profession and patient care.  This education 

would benefit the healthcare team’s communication, enhance understanding, and eliminate 

dangerous scenarios that could occur.  For example, a maintenance staff member may enter the 

patient’s room at night without knowledge of a patient experiencing vivid nightmares.  This 

could lead to a dangerous situation and will inhibit the patient’s plan of care.  To facilitate this 

education, a brief fact sheet relating to protocol will be posted within the unit.  Also, a door sign 

should be placed on a patient’s room to further reiterate the need to view the PCL-M scores 

before entering the room.  These door signs will be in a single color in an obvious shape to 

represent to other hospital staff a patient experiencing PTSD symptoms and initiate a check with 

a nurse before entering.  These educational efforts, in addition to nursing formal and informal 

leadership and reliable information will be vital in the persuasion phase of innovation.  

Decision  

 During the decision stage, a practitioner “mentally applies innovation to the present and 

anticipated future situation, and then decides whether or not to try it” (Kaminski, 2011, Five 

Stage Adaptation Process).  Nurses on the medical-surgical floor would individually adopt or 

reject the PCL-M administration.  This decision would first be a mental choice stemming from 

the information provided in the protocol presentation and clinical leaders.  During the mental 

decision making process, nurses will also be thinking about how to alter their individual practice 

to administer the PCL-M.  After these factors have been considered, nurses will begin 

implementing the protocol.  
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 The Diffusion of Innovation Theory classifies individuals throughout an implementation 

process based on their anticipated acceptance of the protocol in the categories of innovators, 

early adaptors, early majority, late majority, and laggards (Kaminski, 2011).  Early adaptors of 

the protocol are expected to be the formal and informal clinical leaders, as they will be recruited 

to be peer educators and gatekeepers for the early adaptors of the unit (Kaminski, 2011).  The 

early adaptors are role models on the medical-surgical floor and would include adventurous and 

opinionated staff nurses (Kaminski, 2011).  The early majority of the unit staff will need simple 

and consistent education, but will require constant informational flow from leaders.  The late 

majority will respond to peer pressure and will accept the protocol based on motivation from 

leadership (Kaminski, 2011).  Finally, the laggards will include those staff members that are 

isolated and feel apprehensive (Kaminski, 2011).  The late majority and laggards will need 

constant education to prevent resistance.  The perceived barriers to change are the time required 

to perform an assessment upon admission and throughout the hospital stay, the time needed to 

input an assessment into a charting system, educational costs, and resistance to change.  

However, the PCL-M is estimated to take five to seven minutes to administer to the patient.  The 

time to enter the survey into the patient’s electronic charting system will take about 10 minutes 

until the user is comfortable with the assessment. It is then estimated inputting protocol will take 

ten minutes. 

 The decision must also be accepted or rejected in the floor and hospital leadership.  After 

a cost/benefit analysis, the nursing supervisor would decide the unit will adapt the protocol.  

When combined with the necessary budget, the protocol would then be approved by the Chief 

Nursing Officer and the University of Arizona Health Network’s Executive Team.       

Implementation  
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 This stage is characterized by complete use of the protocol in a trial period (Kaminski, 

2011).   A group of fifteen staff nurses will administer the PCL-M in a two month long trial 

period to 100% of their patients.  Nurses who are innovators or early adaptors will be 

purposefully selected to administer the trial protocol.  Individually selected nurses with a positive 

outlook on the protocol will aide in a fair application of the tool.  Upon implementation, these 

fifteen nurses will provide feedback of the protocol throughout the trial.  This information will be 

used to improve the success of implementation.  The nurses’ feedback will also be discussed in 

staff meetings to include the entire staff’s opinions.  The unit’s email list can serve as a way to 

increase this communication.   

 Upon conclusion of the limited pilot study after two months, the selected nurses and 

clinical leaders will attend a meeting to discuss discoveries in implementation.  The first goal of 

this meeting is to identify challenges, concerns, and issues that need to be corrected.  Depending 

on the suggestions provided, another limited pilot study may need to be conducted for another 

two months.  The meeting will determine when a full pilot study should be conducted.  The 

resolution from this meeting will be discussed with the chief nursing officer and executive 

leadership. 

Confirmation  

 The final stage of the Diffusion of Innovation is characterized by full application of the 

protocol (Kaminski, 2011).  This includes a full pilot study of the PCL-M.  Upon completion of 

this study, evaluation of implementation success and the protocol’s benefits will be conducted. 

 It is expected that implementation rates among the medical surgical nurses will begin at 

50% after the pilot study, as some nurses will forget to use the PCL-M or find another difficulty.  
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These rates should steadily rise over a six month period, at which time implementation should be 

100%.  After the first six months, the scale will become a feasible common practice.  

 To evaluate the effect of this scale among the patient population, a written evaluation 

method will be provided upon discharge.  Questions included on this assessment would include 

“On a scale of 0-10, how well did you understand the PCL-M scale when it was given to you 

upon admission and thereafter?  How did you feel about the PCL-M’s questions?  How effective 

was your healthcare team in decreasing your PTSD symptoms?  How can our floor improve your 

PTSD symptoms better and provide a therapeutic environment?”  These answers will be 

provided to the floor nurses and clinical leaders through the floor email list.  They will also be 

discussed in monthly staff meetings and written communication will be placed in a noticeable 

place on the unit.     

Summary and Conclusion 

 This chapter provided implementation and evaluation measures of the proposed protocol 

using the Roger’s Diffusion of Innovation framework.  The knowledge, persuasion, decision, 

implementation, and confirmation stages will ultimately lead to successful implementation and 

improved patient outcomes utilizing the PCL-M protocol presented.  This protocol enhances 

patient care and will lead to positive patient outcomes for veterans with PTSD.  
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